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AMW/CHW Communication Practice Sessions 

Pinlaung Township, Southern Shan State 

11-13 October 2017, Pinlaung Township 
 

1. Background and Rationale 

 

One-day AMW/CHW Communication Practice Sessions in Pinlaung Township in Southern Shan 

State was conducted in October 2017 as a follow-on activity to AMW/CHW SRH training 

previously provided.  One year prior, 5-day Auxiliary Midwife (AMW) refresher training on 

Sexual Reproductive Health (SRH) Services were conducted in Pinlaung Township in 

October/November 2016.  In this refresher training, a total of 173 participants (116 AMWs and 

57 Community Health Workers (CHW)) were trained for basic SRH knowledge and service 

provision using AMW Manual.  After the refresher training, the trained AMW/CHW conducted 

community youth activities to promote the use of contraception in selected villages with the 

support of Pathfinder/MPPR.  Through this experience, Pathfinder/MPPR determined that 

practices on FP/SRH communication and counseling skills were necessary in order for them to 

effectively promote contraceptive use in their communities, particularly among unmarried 

youths. 

 

To respond to this need for practical FP counseling practices, MPPR conducted three sets of 1-

day AMW/CHW Communication Practice Sessions in Pinlaung Township from 11
th

 to 13
th

 

October 2017 with the support of Pathfinder International and DKT International.  A total of 101 

youth health volunteers (69 AMWs & 32 CHWs) participated in the sessions.  The number of 

participants was limited to less than 35 in one session (20 AMWs & 15 CHWs on the first day, 

24 AMWs & 8 CHWs on the second day and 25 AMWs & 9 CHWs on the third day) to 

maximize the benefits of participatory approach and interactive methods employed such as Q&A 

and role play. 

 

2. IECs and Handouts Distributed: 

 

The following IECs and handouts were distributed to each participant: 

 

(1) Contraceptive sample kit that included a condom, OC Pill, EC 

Pill, IUD, Sayana Press 

Photo, Implant Photo, and 

a penis model 
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Guidance on how to use these samples was provided by Township Health Nurse during the 

sessions.  AMW commented that the kit was quite useful for them to show and explain 

contraceptive commodities when giving education and counseling.  They liked the fact that 

clients who have never seen them could observe actual commodities.  

 

“The kit will allow us to explain well showing actual contraceptive methods.  We will 

not keep them at home but use them during advocacy and counseling.” 

 

(2) WHO Eligible Wheel (3) FP Fan (descripting contraceptive methods) 

  

  

(4) Pathfinder Cue Card (5) JOICFP Pictorial Booklet 

 

 

 

(6) Other handouts 

- Extracts from pathfinder’s cue card and JOICFP pictorial booklet 

- Pathfinder’s communication tool/deck of cards 

- AY SRH community advocacy fact sheet 

- AY SRH Youth’s frequently asked questions and answers sheet 

- Activity report sheet, monthly client-commodity record sheet & commodity balance sheet 
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3. Procedures on Practice Sessions 

 

One-day Counseling Practice Session consisted of the following activities: 

 

(1) Updates on newer contraceptive methods and technical information were provided using 

MoHS approved IECs such as Pathfinder Cue Cards and JOICFP pictorial booklet. 

(2) Practical guide to communication techniques was introduced using Pathfinder’s 

communication tool, Deck of Cards. 

(3) MPPR gathered frequently asked questions regarding AYSRH from young people through 

AMWs and prepared Q&A sheet for the participants to practice Q&A sessions.  

(4) AYSRH community advocacy fact sheet was also prepared by MPPR for AMW/CHW to 

practice explaining the importance of AYSRH in their communities.  The messages for 

adolescents and parents are extracted from the Adolescent and Youth Friendly Health 

Services (AYFHS) Manual produced by the MoHS.  

(5) Reviewing advocacy and counseling handouts was followed by interactive Q&A and role 

play.    

a) Practice on answering questions:  

After reviews of contraceptive methods and counseling communication tips, the 

participants were asked to answer about 10 questions. Participants who correctly 

answered questions and satisfied others’ expectations received points. 

b) Practice on advocacy with village leaders, religious leaders and parents 

The all participants were divided into groups, and some were assigned to play village 

stakeholders such as parents and village and religious leaders.  Selected participants 

conducted community advocacy with them, using the distributed community advocacy 

fact sheet. The mock community members asked questions. Based on performance, 

observing groups gave points to the AMW/CHWs.  The process was repeated for 

everyone to practice advocacy. 

c) Practice on SRH/FP education sessions with adolescents and youths 

The participants were divided to play four categories of youths: 1) 10-15 years old 

unmarried and not yet sexually active, 2) 15-19 years old unmarried and not yet sexually 

active (but with a possibility soon), 3) 15-19 years old unmarried and already have sexual 

exposures, and 4) 20-24 years old married with sexual exposures. Each group selected 

one representative to play as AMW/CHW to conduct an education session on SRH/FP 

whereas others played adolescents and youths (as per divided age groups) and asked 

questions about the contents.  The participants gave marks to each other. The process was 

repeated for everyone to practice an education session.  

d) Practicing on conducting Q&A with various ages, genders, and marital statuses 

With above divided age groups, each group asked questions related with their age and 

gender. The other groups gave explanation/counseling (group by group). Based on the 
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performance, the questioning youth groups gave marks to counselor groups. The process 

was repeated for everyone to practice a Q&A session.  

(6) Time was set aside to develop AMW/CHW work plan with Township Health Office. The 

existing monthly client-commodity record sheet and monthly commodity balance sheet 

developed by the MOHS, and the activity (advocacy and counseling) record sheet for 

AMW/CHWs were explained. 

(7) The participants were asked to write questions regarding contraceptive methods and SRH at 

the time of registration.  Questions were distributed to each participant to answer at the end 

of the practice sessions. 

(8) Feedbacks of the participants on the practice session were solicited with a feedback form.  

 

4. What Went Well: 

 

The sessions were great success 

in general with active 

participations of AMW/CHWs.  

They showed enthusiasms and 

keen interests in the subject 

discussed.  The participants also 

expressed that this kind of 

interactive practice and practical 

learning was what they really 

needed to conduct their health 

activities in their communities.  From the practice sessions, they gained confidence and pride as 

a representative of their villages who would communicate with parents and village leaders the 

importance of AYSRH and to counsel adolescents and youths.  

 

“I was very happy to participate in this interactive training.  I very much appreciated it as 

it was just what I needed.  Please come to my village” 

 

 “The training should be longer, at least three days!” 

 

“I would like to request this kind of counseling training every year.” 

 

“Today’s training was very interesting and important for us.  I was listening very carefully 

without falling asleep.  If the training like this could be provided frequently, we will be 

more energetic with activities in our villages.  I hope you will come back with next training 

soon.” 

 

The following section further describes some of the positive points and feedbacks in detail: 
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(1)  Pathfinder Cue Cards and JOICFP pictorial 

booklet distributed gave much needed visual 

tools for AMW/CHWs to explain modern 

contraceptive methods and give counseling.  

While AMW/CHWs previously had some 

trainings, they did not have updated information 

about modern contraceptives, and it was difficult 

for them to explain modern methods to others in 

their villages.   

 

“I appreciated these IEC a lot for I can explain 

contraceptive methods which we did not know 

in detail” 

 

“As the Cue Cards is in Myanmar Language, I 

can easily use it to explain modern methods to 

those who like to get information.” 

 

“Now I can explain all methods by using the 

front page of the Cue Cards, then a selected 

method in detail on the back.” 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

(2) From the presentation of Pathfinder’s communication tool “deck of cards”, AMW/CHWs 

understood the importance of establishing rapport and trust with clients first in order to 

communicate the contents of the health messages well.  

 

 “Today, I learned how to explain this to 

adolescents and youths in the villages.  In the 

past, I talked about the methods just generally 

and quickly.  I really appreciate learning how to 

communicate with them and how to be youth 

friendly”  

 

 

(3) Q&A sessions with a list of frequently 

asked questions allowed AMW/CHWs to prepare 

for difficult and/or embarrassing questions, and provide SRH/FP information and services 

adolescents and youths really need.  Having an opportunity to learn how to respond to 

questions and practice made them confident about answering questions.  
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(4) With the practices with Community Advocacy Fact Sheet, AMW/CHWs gained much 

confidence and motivations in explaining the importance of AYSRH/FP to members of their 

communities.  They became much more comfortable discussing why young people’s SRH 

were important, and which messages were more suited and effective for different audiences 

such as parents, villagers, and community leaders. Their feedbacks included the following:  

 

“The advocacy 

information and skills we 

learnt will allow me to 

talk to the village leader 

when I get back to my 

village.  I will first explain 

it to the village leader, 

then give education to 

adolescents and youths 

about contraceptive methods.” 

 

 

(5) In the past, AMW/CHWs were working without detailed work plans and was not sending any 

report. The work plan session with Township Hospital not only allowed AMW/CHWs to 

make concrete plans about their activities but also commitments to implement them.  All 

participants pledged to conduct community advocacy at least twice a year, and AYSRH/FP 

education sessions with adolescents and youths every month. The participating AMW/CHWs 

have committed to send activity record sheets (prepared by MPPR in collaboration with 

THN) to TMO via MWs quarterly.  Moreover, as per request of THN, all AMW/CHWs 

agreed to maintain monthly record of commodities distributed, not only received from MWs 

but also bought from market, by using MoHS’s client-commodity record sheet and 

commodity balance sheet, to be reported quarterly to TMO via MWs. THN will inform 

respective MWs of this procedure at monthly meetings. 

 

 

(6) The interactive learning and the opportunities for 

AMW/CHWs to express their interests and 

enthusiasm created an ideal situation for identifying 

potential leaders among the volunteers.  The group 

sessions provided many to show their leadership 

inclinations after rekindling their enthusiasms for 

positively contributing in their villages.  By the end 

of the sessions, 19 AMW/CHW were identified as 

potential champions who may lead AYSRH 

activities in their villages.  Their testimonies included the following:   
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“In front of the people not from my 

village, my explanation was not 

perfect.  But I understand what I 

have to do.  I will definitely share the 

knowledge received with the village 

leaders, adolescents and youths when 

I get back to my village.  For sure, I 

can do this in my village.” 

 

“I would like you to come with me to 

my village.  I want to introduce this information to my village leader and community 

members.   I like to share the knowledge I received today in my village together with 

your team.” 

 

“My village is very far, but the village leader and others sent me to this training.  I tried 

my best today, and will use this training and practice.  I can be effective in my village.” 

 

(7) The provision of IEC such as Pathfinder’s Cue Cards gave written answers to basic 

questions, and allowed the instructors more time to explain issues and questions that were not 

included in IECs.  This discussion of practical matters and practice on solutions beyond book 

learning were especially satisfying to the participants. 

 

5. Lesson Learnt 

 

(1) Questions that AMW/CHWs raised regarding contraceptive methods were often information 

included in the training/IECs previously provided.  It suggested that many did not learn 

specific FP information in the previous formal training as the subject matters covered a wide 

range of topics including child birth.  Consequently, their level of knowledge about FP/SRH 

remained shallow without knowing in detail about contraceptive methods.  Therefore, it is of 

paramount importance to provide frequent opportunities to practice counseling skills, learn 

from IECs given, and evaluate their level of understanding and competencies. 

 

(2) Though the maximum number of participants per session was kept under 35, time was still 

not enough for practicing.  The participants were extremely eager to practice their advocacy 

and counseling skills with supervisors as they usually did not have such opportunities.  It 

would be ideal if the number could be kept to under 20 participants per session or the training 

day be made longer.  If this is difficult, alternative may be to keep it with 20 participants for 

a half day, and conduct 2 sessions in a day to train minimum 40 participants per day.  
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(3) The training in the field involves traveling distances for participants.  The schedule for the 

session was up to 5 PM; however, some participants needed to leave earlier to make it back 

in time for obligations like work and children.  The sessions should be up to 4 PM in the 

future.  

 

6. Recommendations for townships 

 

1. AMW/CHWs’ field activities should be regularly monitored and supervised by midwives 

(MW).  There should be regular communication between AMW/CHWs and MWs as well as 

between MWs and Township Health Department on AMW/CHWs’ activities to support and 

supervise their activities.  

 

2. AMW/CHWs refresher and practice sessions should be regularly provided, ideally twice a 

year, to update knowledge on contraceptive methods and technical information as well as to 

hone in on communication and counseling skills.  If training all AMW/CHWs is difficult, 

refreshers could be provided to champions identified.  It would also serve as champion 

meetings to share experiences and knowledge, as well as to motivate and inspire the 

volunteers.   

 

3. Some material and non-material incentives such as competitions and awards should be 

considered to encourage AMW/CHWs for active participations.   

 

 

7. ANNEX 

 

(1) Agenda of AMW/CHW Counseling Practice Session 

(2) Participants Lists 

(3) Youths’ frequently asked questions and answers (FAQs) 

(4) AY SRH community advocacy fact sheet 

(5) Activity (advocacy and counseling) record sheet 

(6) Monthly client-commodity record sheet 

(7) Monthly commodity balance sheet 
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8. ANNEX 

 

(8) Agenda of AMW/CHW Counseling Practice Session 
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(9) Participants Lists 

11
th

 October 2017 

Sr. 
No. 

Name 
AMW/C

HW 

Village Name of Sub-center Name of MW 

စစ
စ စစစစ စစစစစစစစစစစ

စစစ စစစစစစစစစစစစ စစစစစစစစစစ
စစစစ 

စ စစစစစစစစစစစ
စစစစ CHW စစစစစစစ စစစစစစစစ Main စစစစစစစစစစ

စစစ 

စ စစစစစစစစစစစ
စစစ AMW စစစစစစစစ စ စ 

စ စစစစစစစစစစစ
စစစ AMW စစစစစစစ ( စ ) စ စ 

စ စစစစစစစစစစစ
စစစစ AMW စစစစစစစစစစ စ စ 

စ စစစစစစ AMW  စစစစစစစစစစ   စ   စ  
စ စစစစစစစစစစ CHW စစစစစစစ ( စ )  စစစစစစစစစစ   စစစစစစစစစ  
စ စစစစစစစစစ CHW စစစစစ ( စ )  စ   စ  
စ စစစစစစစစစစ AMW စစစစစစစစစစ  စ   စ  
စ စစစစစစစစစ CHW စစစစစစစစစစ  စ   စ  
စစ စစစစစစစစစစ CHW စစစစစစ  စ   စ  

စစ စစစစစစစစစစစ
စ AMW စစစစစစစစ  စစစစစ  

 

စစစစစစစစစစ
စစစစ  

စစ စစစစစစစစစစ AMW စစစစစစစစစစ  စ   စ  
စစ စစစစစစစစစစစ CHW စစစစစစစစ  စ   စ  
စစ စစစစစစစစစစစ CHW စစစစစစစစ  စ   စ  

စစ စစစစစစစစစစစ
စ CHW စစစစစစစစ  စစစစစစစ 

စစစစစစစစစ  
 

စစစစစစစစစစ
စစစ  

စစ စစစစစစစစစစ CHW စ စ စ 
စစ စစစစစစစစစစ AMW စစစစစစစစ စ စ 

စစ စစစစစစစစစစ AMW စစစစစစ  စစစစစစစစ  
 
စစစစစစစစစစ
စစ  

စစ စစစစစစစစစစစ
စစစစ AMW စစစစစစစစ  စ   စ  

စစ စစစစစစ AMW စစစစစစ  စ   စ  

စစ စစစစစစစစစ AMW စစစစစစစ  စစစစစစစ Main  
 

စစစစစစစစစစ
စစစစ  

စစ စစစစစစစစစစစ
စစ CHW စစစစစစစစစစစ

စ  စ   စ  

စစ စစစစစစစစစစ CHW စစစစစစစ  စ   စ  

စစ စစစစစစစစစစစ
စစစစ AMW စစစစစစစစစစစ

စစစစ  စ   စ  

စစ စစစစစစစစစစစ AMW စစစစစစစစစ  စစစစစစစစ  
 

စစစစစစစစစစ
စစစ  

စစ စစစစစစစစစ AMW စစစစစစစစစစ  စ   စ  

စစ စစစစစစစစစစစ
စ CHW စစစစစစစစစစ  စ   စ  

စစ စစစစစစစစစစ AMW စစစစစစစ  စစစစစစ  
 

စစစစစစစစစစ
စစစစ  

စစ စစစစစစစစစ CHW စစစစစစ  စ   စ  
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စစ စစစစစစစစစစ CHW စစစစစစစ  စ   စ  

စစ စစစစစစစစစစစ
စ CHW စစစစစစစစစစစ  စ   စ  

စစ စစစစစစစစစစစ
စစစစစ AMW စစစစစစစစစစ  စ   စ  

စစ စစစစစစစစ AMW စစစစစစစစစစစ
စ  စစစစစစစစ  

 

စစစစစစစစစစ
စစ  

စစ စစစစစစစစ CHW စစစစစစစစ     
စစ စစစစစစစစစ CHW စစစစစစ     

 

 

 

12
th

 October 2017 
Sr. 
No. 

Name 
AMW/C

HW 

Village Name of Sub-center Name of MW 

စစ
စ စစစစ စစစစစစစစစစ

စစစစ စစစစစစစစစစစစ စစစစစစစစစစစ
စစစ 

စ စစစစစစစစစစစ
စ AMW စစစစစစစ 

စစစစစစစစစစ 

Main 
စစစစစစစစစစစ

စစ 

စ စစစစစစစစစစစ
စ AMW စစစစစစစစစ စ စ 

စ စစစစစစစစစစစ
စစစစ AMW  စစစစစစစစစ   စစစစစစ  

 

စစစစစစစစစစစ
စစစစစ  

စ စစစစစစစ AMW  စစစစစစ   စစစစစစစစ   စစစစစစစစစစစ  
စ စစစစစစစစစစ AMW စစစစစစစ  စစစစစစစစ   စစစစစစစစစစစ  

စ စစစစစစစစစစစ
စ CHW စစစစစစစ  စစစစစစ  

 

စစစစစစစစစစစ
စစစစစ  

စ စစစစစစစစစစစ
စစ CHW စစစစ  စစစစစစစစ   စစစစစစစစစစစ  

စ စစစစစစစစစစစ
စစစ AMW စစစစစစစ  စစစစစစစစစစ   စစစစစစစစစစ  

စ စစစစစစစစ CHW စ  စ   စ  
စစ စစစစစစ CHW စ  စ   စ  

စစ စစစစစစစစစစစ AMW စစစစစစစစစစ
စ  စစစစစ  

 

စစစစစစစစစစစ
စ  

စစ စစစစစစစစစစ CHW  စစစစ  
 

စစစစစစစစစစစစ

စစMain  

 

စစစစစစစစစစစ
စစစ  

စစ စစစစစစစစစစစ
စစစ AMW စစစစစစစစ  စ   စ  

စစ စစစစစစစစစစစ
စစ AMW စစစစစစစစစစ

စ  စ   စ  

စစ စစစစစစစစစစစ
စ CHW စစစစစစစ  စစစစစစစစစ   စ  

စစ စစစစစစစစစစစ AMW စစစစစစစ  စ   စ  

စစ စစစစစစစစစစစ
စစ AMW စစစစစစစ (စ)  စစစစစစစ   စစစစစစစစစစ  

စစ စစစစစစစစစစစ
စစစစစ AMW စစစစစစစစစစ  စ   စ  

စစ စစစစစစစစ CHW စစစစစစ  စ   စ  
စစ စစစစစစစစစ AMW စစစစစ  စစစစစစစ   စစစစစစစစစစ  

စစ စစစစစစစစစစ AMW 
စစစစစစစစစစ 

(စ)  စ   စ  
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စစ စစစစစစစစစစစ AMW စစစစစစစစစစ
စစစစ  စစစစစစစစ  

 

စစစစစစစစစစစ
စစ  

စစ စစစစစစစစစစစ
စ CHW စစစစစစစစစစ

စစစစ  စ   စ  

စစ စစစစစစစစစစစ AMW စစစစစ(စ)  စ   စ  
စစ စစစစစစစစစစစ AMW စစစစစစစစ  စ   စ  

စစ စစစစစစစစစစစ
စ AMW စစစစစစ  စစစစစစစ  

 

စစစစစစစစစစစ
စစ  

စစ စစစစစစစစစစစ
စစ AMW စစစစစစစ  စ   စ  

စစ စစစစစစစ AMW စစစစစစစစစစ  စ   စ  

စစ စစစစစစစစစစစ
စစ   စစစစစစ  စ   စ  

စစ စစစစစစစစစစစ   စစစစစစစစစစ     
စစ စစစစစစ   စစစစစစစစစ  စစစစစစစ    

စစ စစစစစစစစစစစ

စစစစ   စစစစစစစ  စ    

 

13
th

 October 2017 
Sr. 
No. 

Name 
AMW/C

HW 

Village Name of Sub-center Name of MW 

စစ
စ စစစစ စစစစစစစစစစ

စစစစ 
စစစစစစစစစစစ

စ 
စစစစစစစစစစစစ

စစ 

စ စစစစစစစစစစစ
စစစ AMW စစစစစစစစ 

စစစစစစစစစစ 

MCH 
စစစစစစစစစစစစ

စစစစစ 

စ စစစစစစစစ AMW စစစစစစ စစစစစစစ စ 

စစစစစစစ 
စစစစစစစစစစစစ

စစ 
စ စစစစစစစစစစစ CHW စစစစစစစ စ စ 

စ စစစစစစစစစစစ
စ CHW 

 စစစစစစစစစ 

(စ)  စ စ 

စ စစစစစစစစစစစ CHW  စစစစစစစ  စ စ 

စ စစစစစစစစစစစ
စစစ AMW 

စစစစစစစစစ 

(စ) စ စ 

စ စစစစစစစစစစစ

စ CHW စစစစစစ စ စ 

စ စစစစစစစစစစစ
စစ AMW စစစစစစ စ စ 

စ စစစစစစစစစစစ AMW စစစစစစစစစ 
 စစစစစစစစစစ 

Main  
 

စစစစစစစစစစစစ
စစစစစ  

စစ စစစစစစစစစစ AMW စစစစစစစစ စ စ 
စစ စစစစစစစစစ AMW စစစစစစစစ စ စ 
စစ စစစစစစစစစ AMW စစစစစစစစစစ စ စ 

စစ စစစစစစစစစစစ
စစစစ AMW စစစစစစစ  စစစ   စစစစစစစစစစစ  

စစ စစစစစစစစစစစ AMW စစစစစစစစစစ
စ စ စ 

စစ စစစစစစစစစစ AMW စစစစစစစစ စ စ 

စစ စစစစစစစစစစစ
စစစစ AMW စစစစစစစစစစ စ စ 

စစ စစစစစစစစစစစ
စစ AMW စစစစစစစ  စစစစစစစစ   စစစစစစစစစစစ  

စစ စစစစစစစစစစစ
စစစ AMW စ စ စ 

စစ စစစစစစစစစစ AMW  စစစစစစ  စ စ 
စစ စစစစစစစစစစစ CHW စ စ စ 
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စ 

စစ စစစစစစစစစစစ
စစ AMW စစစစစစစစစစ

စ စ စ 

စစ စစစစစစစစစစစ
စ AMW စစစစစစစစစစ

စ  စစစစစစစစစ   စစစစစစစစစစစစ  

စစ စစစစစစ AMW စစစစစစစ 
 

စစစစစစစစစစစ

စစMain  
 စစစစစစစစစစ  

စစ စစစစစစစစစစစ
စစ AMW စစစစစစ စ စ 

စစ စစစစစစစစစစစ CHW စစစစစစစစစ စ စ 

စစ စစစစစစစစစစစ
စ CHW စစစစ စ စ 

စစ စစစစစစစစစစစ AMW စစစစစစစစစ စ စ 

စစ စစစစစစစစစစစ
စစ AMW စစစစစစစ  စစစစစစစ  

 
စစစစစစစစစစစစ

စစစစ  

စစ စစစစစစစစစစ AMW စစစစစစစ 
 

စစစစစစစစစစစ

စစMain  
 စစစစစစစစစစ  

စစ စစစစစစစစစစစ
စစစစ AMW စစစစစစစစစ     

စစ စစစစစစစစ AMW စစစစစစစစစစ
စ     

စစ စစစစစစစစ AMW စစစစစစစစ     

စစ စစစစစစစစစစစ
စ CHW စစစစစစစစစစ

စစ     

စစ စစစစစစစစစစ CHW စစစစစစစစ     
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(10) Youths’ frequently asked questions and answers (FAQs) 
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(11) AY SRH community advocacy fact sheet 
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(12) Monthly client-commodity record sheet 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(13) Monthly commodity balance sheet 


